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CRITSRIA FOR THE DESIGN AHD USE OF AUTOMATED »aSSILE 
QROUKD EQUIPMEHT TO IMPROVE MI3SIIE READIHESS. 

Erer olnce World War 11, the military services Have teea taking dßliTery 

on ever increasingly complex weapon systems. Part of the ccaaplexlty arose 

because of vhat the weapon systems were supposed to do. For exaaple, 

carrying men over inter-continental ranges at supersonic speeds Is not a 

simple design problem. Another part arose because these systems were 

supposed to do things that bad never been done before.  I'm thinking here 

of the inter-continental ballistic missile. Designers were pushed to the 

limit of their knowledge in developing these systems, newness. Ccmplexity. 

In hardware design those two words ax«  synonyms for trouble. 

Take the inter-continental ballistic missile, the ICBM.  When they 

attempted to launch early ICEM's they discovered mom  troublesaae things. 

I'll mention bat two. First, missile parts failed even when doing nothing 

more than standing. Now it's expensive and embarrassing to launch missiles 

with defective parts.  One obvious solution is to check the isisslle before 

you attempt to launch it. But that leads to the secood trouble. The pre- 

paratory checkout procedures required quantities of skilled maapower and 

took lots of time. To the Air Force, this situation was not acceptable. 

The Air Force doesn't have great quantities of skilled manpower and, for a 

quick-reacting retaliatory weapon, doesn't have lots of tine. 

So it was only natural for people to wonder if the notions of automation 

could be applied to missile checkout. They were attracted by the ideas the 

mathematiclana had used in developing high speed computers to solve problem« 

in arltbnetic. As a result, a whole new concept was born that of automatic 

checkout equipment. And I'm not sure but what Pandora's box flipped its lid 
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over that one. 

Certainly, you are all aware that even one ICBM Is a eonplex thing- So 

vhen you study maw «issiles - even of one type - existing within a haslng 

and support eysten, you are faced with a very l*rge, cooplex prohl«n which 

is heyond the grasp of the human mind. Here's where the attributes of 

Operations Research can he profitably used. By breaking down a large complex 

problem into parts or steps while still retaining a connective aechanism, by 

offering tools or Mthods for an organized, systematic attack upon these 

parts, an operations analyst offer, aids to the solution of the overall 

problem. 

Today, I'm going to tell you about one of these aids. I will address 

\f one part of an overall ICBM veapon system problem, that of objective criteria 

for the design and use of automatic checkout equlpnent,. Recall that the 

purpose of the equipment is to test the missile during lie ground life - an 

operation which 1 call readiness testing. It follows that what I have to 

say must be imbedded In the weapon system context before overall solutions 

are obtained. 

What is the problem for the analyst In this area of automatic checkout 

equipment applications'? Well, let's start by making some general observa- 

tions. Tou are familiar with the conventional nuaerical descriptions of 

military weapons. Altitudes, speeds, ranges of aircraftsj CEP's, component 

reliabilities and propulsive thrust of missiles are examples. Part of the 

problem is that often these numerical descriptions don't lend themselves 

readily to comparative purposes. For example, one of the most difficult 

problems for the military analyst Is to compare aircraft and missiles. The 

trouble is that men In aircraft can do things that misalleB can't do. Aad 

it's most difficult to establish a value for the presence of the «en. 
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What v« require fro. the anaOyst then. Is a means of coohinlng or traasforalcg 

the conventional numerical descriptions into useful criteria vhich can he 

used for conparatire purposes. Another part of the prohlem is that the 

conventional descriptions cut across scientific or engineering disciplines. 

So vhen a system designer has to make system decisions, he frequently falls 

hack on intuitive reasoning. Judgment, and experience. I don't mean to 

imply that such design practice is all had. But I ao claim that the analyst's 

ohjective aids to this decision process vlll not only help hut, stating it 

«ore forcefully, these aids are needed. Prohlems of these kind, aw too large 

and the solutions result In too much expense to rely solely on subjective 

guides. All right, we have made some general ohservations of the analyst's 

problem.  How let's apply them to the readiness testing prohlem at hand. We 

have noted that we must he system oriented. Therefore we know something about 

the type of missile and its operational and support enviroMent. But we must 

also recognise that these missiles are made up of various .ubsystam. such as 

guidance packages and propulsion systems. Because the suh.ystems are quite 

different in design and do noticeahly different things, ve should expect a 

requirement to tailor the design and use of autonatic checkout equli«ent to 

the particular characteristics of each suhsystem. The analyst's Joh is to 

develop an ohjective means which will tell us how to choose hetyeen various 

designs and uses for each suhsystem. Since ve check a missile to flaa 

failures that are present, ve are principally concerned with failure rates, 

a conventional numerical description springing fro« reliahlllty data. After 

all, reUahility data are natural modes of expressing ground operating prote- 

ahilitles. Once ve know the best test method for each subsystem, ve can 

establish a readiness testing program for the entire mlssil« hy simply com- 

hinlng the individual methods. 
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I'll show you the criterion used in this study. 

CHAKT 1 

•Ota  statement is rather brief so suppose I talk around it for a hit. We 

are interested in finding failed parts in an ICBM.  One might think that to  have 

a rapid maans of testing Is enough. We'll test the missile often by testing the 

individual subsystems and repair when necessary. But this intuitive reasoning 

can be wrong. For example, in an extreme, one may test the missile too often 

and find hiaself wearing it out unnecessarily.  In a less extreme, one may choose 

testing methods which actually reduce missile readiness from what it could be. 

Therefore, it seems more reasonable to require that the readiness testing do the 

best to maintain a launch ready missile over a long period of time. Stating It 

differently, we want naxlimim missile readiness at son» future time. Now, as soon 

as we say future tlae, we have to back off from certainty and admit probabilities 

of the missile being launch ready. Note that the criterion has an operational 

nature; Inherent are the use of the missile and It« test equipment. Actually, 

the statement applies to testing or checkout In general.  It could apply to manual 

means.  It's only when you consider military requirements for rapid test or for 

remote control of the test operation that you are forced to add the word auto- 

n»tlc to the two word« checkout equipment. One final talking point, the title 

of this paper suggest« that we want to Improve missile readlne««.  1 can rephrase 

that by saying that w« want to maximise this criterion. 

To accoi^lish our goal of maximum missile readiness, we mu«t develop an 

objective means which will 

1. Relate the goal to the factors or parameters which determine it and yet 

2. Allow us to examine the individual subsystems called missile function«. 
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Only then do we have a sound baslB for deterainlng the criteria for the 

design and use of ACB to achieve our goal of aaxlmia future mlselle readi- 

ness. 

To start, w» need to establish what the controlling parameters are. 

I don't have tlM to discuss them all so I'll give you a few sanples. 

CHART 2 

For ny axaa^le, I have chosen a test envlronaent wherein the missile 

Is checked periodically.  Certainly there are others. On the one hand I 

could talk abeut constant tests of the mlssllej on the other I could talk 

about no missile tests. We have Introduced the notion of tin». Oherefore 

tine la one of the controlling parameters. Among others, time for the 

periodic inspection, time between periodic inspections, time for maintenance 

delays, and for repair actions must all be Included. 

A second notion we have introduced is the missile being launch ready. 

Therefore we must consider the states of the missile. There are four. 

The first is launch ready or operative. The second is malfunction exists 

but we don't know it.  The third is malfunction exists and we do know it. 

And the fourth is in-malntenance. 

I'll show you a few other controlling parameters which are not quite 

so obvious. 

CHART 5 
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The failure rates of the mlselle functloofi. The chance that the function 

•wrrtT«» the periodic Inspection.  The likelihood that tbe tester detects a 

■iBslle Malfunction. And finally, the chance that the tester makes a mis- 

take hy calling a good function had.  Of course, these Input paraaeters do 

not affect the missile readiness prohahlllty In equal vays. Consequently 

the required accuracy In estimating their maBerlcal values varies.  For 

example, consider the first - failure rates. We'll see later on that fail- 

ure rates can vary from one-tenth to one-ten thousandth. The corresponding 

ready prohahillty changes from one-tenth to nine-tenths. But one vould not 

expect an estimating error to he a factor of ten thousand. Let's say that 

the error in estimating a failure rate is a factor of two. We estimated a 
-k 

failure rate for sams  missile function to he 10  and later we learn that it 

is really 2 times lO"^. Such an error would change a ready prohahillty hy 

less than ten per cent. On the other hand, if good tester design practice 

is used, then a mistake in estimating what the tester error is Has a trivial 

effect upon the mlesile readiness prohahillty. Well, tbsre's a long list of 

controlling parameters. But for now, let's say that we have the list. 

Our next step is to find a means of relating our goal to the long list 

of controlling parameters. You saw earlier that events in missile ground 

life are repetitive or cyclic.  If we take advantage of this feature and 

accept exponential failure laws, then there is a hranch of mathematics 

concerning Markov Chains which is appropriate. The mathematical model, 

based on compound Markov Chains, descrlhes the movement of the missile through 

the four states and relates missile readiness to the list of hardware and 

operational parameters.  In addition, the model applies whether we want to 

consider the missile as one piece or want to consider some individual missile 
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function auch as a guidance package. For those of you vho are ■athsaatl- 

cally Inclined, I bave included a few of the underlying equations at the 

end of the written text, p-2269. 

At this poiat we have an operational criterion, the paraaeters which 

daterndne the goal, and an objective meane of relating the two. How let's 

see what happens when we put the three together to produce some useful 

results. I have two applications to show you. The first Is general or 

generic and the second is specific. 

For the generic application, we assumed characteristic ranges of 

aumerlcal values for each of the parameters. Then a high speed Computer 

determined the future probahlllty of being ready. From the great bulk of 

data, I have abstracted one set to show you- 

CHAET 4 

This set of test comparison curws Is illustrative. The curves apply 

to one numerical set of Input parameters.  Change the set and you change 

the curves.  What do we see? The curves relates ready probability to fail- 

ure rates. Failure rates are given In failures per hour. 
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Underneath 1 have Indicated a few corresponding aean-tiÄS-between-fail- 

ures. This failure rate can apply to the entire misßile or to sooe function 

«uch as the guidance package depending on the level of detail «anted. Equip- 

ment is less reliable as you go out the horizontal axis» At the origin is 

plotted reliable equipment and the resulting high ready prohahility. Out at 

the end are less reliable eqjalsMnt« with low readiness. The hrown curve 

i» a leave alone testing method where the entire aiesile function is re- 

placed every six months. The green curve is a 30-day periodic check. 

Thirty days could he dictated hy overall weapon ayste« considerations. The 

orange curve is continuous monitoring of the equipment. To emphasize the 

illustrative intent of the chart, I'll repeat that the leave alone curve 

has a built in assuaption of complete function replacement every six months. 

As the replacement period goes up in time, the ready prohahility goes down. 

Make the replacement period high enough and eventually the leave alone curve 

will drop beneath both the check periodic and continuous monitor curves. 

Not only would the chart look different but the conclusions you would draw 

would be different, too. 

If you'll teaporarily accept my set of input parameters cs being realis- 

tic, we note that from the origin to slightly better than 10* leave alone 

is the best testing method. Best in the sense that it affords the highest 

ready probability. For a short while beyond, a 30-day check is best. Fran 

■then on, continuous monitor is best. Now what If you don't like ay set of 

Input parameter» which I have been clever enough not to show? Well, RAJID 
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mil soon have a data volume available for general uae. It contains tables 

relating ready probabllltlee to the Input parameters.  So, select your own 

set, go Into the data volume and plot your own test comparison curves. 

That alternative Is really the purpose of the generic applleatlonj to give 

people the ability to pla'o their own curves as determined by their own set 

of Input parameters. 

That's all I have to say on the generic application. Before going on 

to the specific example, I want to use these curves to Illustrate the poten- 

tial harm in relying solely on Intuitive choices for testing.  Suppose scow 

missile function has a lO" failure rate. This rate corresponds to an 

expected mean-tiae-between-fallure of about «lOO days. Well, UOO days mean- 

time-between-failure Is over twice our replacement period of six months or 

180 days. Let's leave It alone. That testing choice would result in alaost 

a 15^ reduction in readiness from what it could be with a 30-day check. 

I'll go back now to my discussion of the applications. For the speci- 

fic application we designed a missile; not in a disciplined engineering 

sense but in a component failure sense. The exemplary missile does not 

exist.  It represents an advanced, storable propellant. Inter-continental 

ballistic missile. The missile has two stages and a re-entry vehicle. 

Guidance is by an IrÄrtial system . We divided the »issile into 8 major 

subassemblies-Chart 5 shows two. 

CHART 5 
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Across the top are the three testing methods:  continuous monitor, 

check periodic, and leave alone. Beneath that «re failure rate, and r^dy 

prohahllltles. The failure rate6 are oaaed on analyses of present day 

ICBM's. The meaning of the lO-6 symbol is that the failure rate is so 

small that it loses significance in this work. As a point of reference 

this number (computer .00173) corresponds to 30 days mean-time-hetveen- 

fallure. The ready prohahllities were read from a set of working curves 

similar to those on the previous chart. 

Consider the amplifier channel entry - .9^0, .*&,   1.0 - the leave 

alone testing mode is best. The differences are due mainly to the assumed 

teet inaccuracies and test caused failures. If. true there is a distlnc 

tion in ranking but the numerical differences are small especially in light 

of the uncertainties and inaccuracies surrounding present-day input dat-. 

Therefore, the important point is not that leave alone is best, but 

rather that all three testing methods produce similar results. This simi- 

larity permits the system designer to choose between the three on different 

grounds than ready probahllities - cost.  Certainly it must be cheaper to 

leave the amplifier alone than to develop, purchase, and operate automatic 

checkout equipment. 

The situation in the inertial guidance package is quite different. By 

aaeumption, the package is running at all times to meet a military launch 

requirement.  Operating failure rates are higher than would be the case If 

the unit were in the standing state of leave alone. 

The stable platform ready probability for continuous monitor is over 

/twice the value for leave alone. A fao1>or of two is meaningful.  It also 

points to a second consideration. Here we have units *hlch are running, 

in this (L.A.) case we don't check them; here (C.M.,C.P.) we do. Suppose 
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* group of engineers is designing a missile. They plan to torn nae function 

on, say, to check a second function, tout do not pl^n to check tiM firat 

function Itself. Such planning has occurred. This difference illustrates 

the penalties involved in such design practices. If you're going to run 

samething, you "better check it. 

In our specific application all 8 major suhsystems came out test when 

left alone with the exception of the inertial guidance package. There 

continuous monitor is a good choice. Suppose we wanted to specify a 

complete testing program for the entire missile. Such a program would 

follow the outline 1 just gave. Even with tkls best program, the ready 

prohahility for the entire missile as determined hy the products of the 

best ready prohahilities for the individual functions is a surprisingly 

low 0.25 caused principally hy this set of ready probahillties. This low 

number indicates that it might be better for our exemplary missile to 

develop a guidance package that can be brought from rest to launch ready in 

a short time rather than to develop continuous monitor checking.e<iulpment. 

If we can do this redesign, the inertial guidance package could be kept in 

the standing state. The failure rates would b- lower, resulting in higher 

ready probabilities for the Inertial guidance package and a higher ready 

probability for the entire missile. 

In surcnary, I have described a means of relating missile readiness to 

operational and hardware parameters. The results of this study are useful 

' to an autooatic checkout equipment desisner in choosing the proper d«sign 

and uses for such equipment. I believe the method Is most useful in the 

preliminary design stage where design choices must be «*••  It oan b« argued 

that the values of the input parameters are most rough at that early stage 

of design. For example, failure rates based en reliability data are Input 
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paraaneters. The failure rate of a computer under deeign la not easy to c 

by. But this argument doesn't negate a requirement for otojectlve means to 

estatollsh design criteria. As a design advances. Input paraaeters Improve 

In accuracy and the output of the model Is correspondingly Improved In 

value. 
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AfPgHDIX 1 

Tbe purpose of this section Is to give the reader an Introduction to 

the matheniatlcs underlying this paper. The author Is Indehted to Mr. S. I. 

Flrstman for permission to reproduce here part of his paper, Ref 1. A 

complete description of the model will he found In Ref. 2. 

Prohlem Statement 

A missile and ground-operating equlpnent necessary for launch are 

assumed to he cooiposed of N statistically Independent parts or functions. 

It is further assumed that the state—good or no good—of each of these 

functions can he determined In terms of function performance necessary to 

Insure proper system performance.  Because It forces limits for a decision 

of good or had to he made in an a priori sense, this asaumptlon neglects 

the chance that while a function penaneter may have drifted heyond an a 

priori set limit, other system changes may have occurred to compensate for 

this drift. This undesirahle feature can he alleviated hy aggregating mia- 

sile ports into larger test units. 

It follows frcffi the assumption of statistical independence« that the 

ready prohahility, P  , for the entire weapon Is given hy 

 »Tids äüvämtlaa of statistical independence does not hold strictly for 
all test methods. For example, using the continuous monitor method a co-aon 
test item may monitor several functions. If these functions are not grouped, 
then the ? ' estimate for each will «fleet the test equlp-mnt's f»ll«re 

prohahility, and hence, P given hy l%. 1 will he a conservative f»*^' 
5hen this independence assumption fall«, the effects on P *%*** ***£***' 
tut the decision process to he descrihed will h« Imrgely unaffected. This 
is hecause each P1Jk 1B compared to each alternative P1Jk estlaate on an 
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where 

p       .?  (function t 16 operative.  I.e., in ready condition 
iJ11    if teeted using method J and equipment in location k), 

and 

' 

1, if readlnesB-teating »ethod J and equljiaent in 
location k is used for function 1 

1Jk |0, otherwise 

To separate those functions that are constrained hy safety or physical 

reasons from those for which design freedm still exists, let the constrained 

test he indicated by io. Then 

*-Z "i*'"1" Ä ^'^ (2> 
c c 

J.k J,k 

The design problem can now be stated as: 

Within the constraints Imposed by safety and physical reasons, and 

within the system readiness testing concept, determine that set of 

ii so that P given by B%. (2) Is maxlmuB and 
xijk 

£   x... - 1, for each 1. 

Derivation of P   Terms 
X JA 

Under the assuinption that a ndssile function is either good or not- 

good at any time, the portion of the life span of a function that is spent 

in the silo can be divided Into five states: 

individual btsis and in this context each estiaate is, in essence,  separate 
of the other estimates (except,   of course, that all terns are baaed on this 
saae system concept) because at that time,  .Just it is being examined with 
all other factors being held constant.   
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1. Operative, there are no failures (BalfunctioM) In the 

function. 

2. inoperative--unUnowa; a älsahling failure baa occurred In 

the function so that It Is Inoperative hut the failure Is 

undiscovered. 

3. Inoperative—awaltla« maintenance} a dlaahlln« failure has 

occurred in the function, it ha« teen discovered, and the 

missile is down avaitlng maintenance. 

k.    Being maintained; the inoperative function is being re- 

paired or replaced vhile the Missile is down. 

5. Undergoing Periodic Inspection or Preventive Maintenance; 

the missile is down while the function (or all functions) 

are helng inspected or replaced. 

Under these assumptions and definitions. It is necessary that all ftmotions 

on a missile he in state 1, i.e., operative, in order for the missile to he 

ready to go. 

Looking now at each function separately, it is seen that its life la 

a series of states with defined paths of possible transitions from state to 

state. If the missile Is rejuvenated by preventive maintenance every 

several years (perhaps this period is determiaed by the shelf life of 

storable propellants or caupositlon seals) then it appears that wear-out 

failures can be safely neglected in an examination of readiness testing, 

except that proper attention must be given to the constraint» impoaed on 

the allowable types of tests for some functions-« For exwsple, medaaical 

 *Wear-but phenanena should be considered when determUking the preven- 
tive maintenance concept—especially for functions that are operated 

continuously. 
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parts vith definite vear-out char»Cterl8tlc. pro^bly .hould uot V« contl- 

nuously exercised. Tor tbe readlne.s-test concept, the cancem shouW he 

centered ahout the randoeHy occurring failu«.. And, far this analysis, 

one should also täte account of the failures that are caused by tbe readi- 

es testing; the different .nethods of testing Impose different stresses on 

the missile function. 

One further assumption is needed hefore the analysis can continue J 

that of exponentially distributed failures. The Justification for this 

assumption and the conditions under vhlch it Is reasonable have been dls- 

cussed in numerous reports (Refs. 3 for example) and vlll not be discussed 

here. This appears to be a reasonably good assumption for «any physic^ 

functions, other than electronic, and there Is much experimental evidence 

to Justify Its (cautious) use. 

Because of the preceding assumptions on the statistics of the failure 

distribution, it is seen that the probability of a function failing in» 

given period Is dependent only on the length of the period and the opera- 

tional stresses, and Is thereby Independent of the number of periods of 

previous use. All other state-to-state transitions depend only on tbe 

existing state and the state to which the movement Is to be made. There- 

fore, the progress of a particular function through Its operational 11ft- 

tUm* can now be viewed as a Markov Process which will be deserlhed. 

Cbeek Periodically 

The process of checking periodically Is the most tractable of the two 

active readiness-testing methods and will be treated as an ex^rplej the 

monitor continuously and leave-alone methods are discussed in Ref. 2. The 

iength of time between periodic inspections that give. th. best system 
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perfomance Is asmMed to be given ty the syste» concept; this Uwe  hetwsen 

periodic Inspections will be called T. Bach »188116 function that UMS the 

cheek periodic method is Inspected erery T days, and because of the nature 

of the system, defects that have occurred In the function can he detected 

only at the time of the periodic inspection. 

It will prove useful to break the T days down into u^ smaller time 

periods of t^ hours each and the time required for the missile periodic 

inspection 0 so that a periodic interval appears as 

I \ 9 \ 

"t    ^   2t^   5*1 ''' nl *! ' 

To further simplify the arvalysis, the quantity of tljae ^ Is defined 

to he the average length of time required to repair or replace the 1th 

function. This includes all time required to travel to the missile, unbut- 

ton the silo, remove and repair or replace, etc. 

Projecting the function's operations Into the future, it appears as a 

series of Intervals of length T, that is finally ended at the time of Hwnch. 

Launch 

H j 1  • • • -f- i— 
T    T    T * 

The movements of a missile function through this pattern must of necessity 

demonstrate periodic properties. The chance of a traaaitlon fr« one state 

to another will depend on whether the potential movements OWMT during a 

periodic inspection, or between inspections.  It will he corv*alent, there- 

fore, to define three transition matrices: A defined over t^,  B defined 

over Ö, and C defined over T. 
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For the state»  numbered: 

1. Operative 

2. Inoperative—unknown 

3. Inoperative—awaiting maintenance 

!4, Being asaintalned 

(NOTE: The state of being inspected is handled differently; 

a traneltion matrix will he defined for it.) 

A ■ matrix of single-step transition prohahllltiee in time tj, for 

the Interval between periodic inspections. 

-W' ;   a matrix of terms arB 
1        J- a J 

where 

a       - P (transition from state r to state B in one Interval 
rs 

of length t^ 

Similarly,  for the periodic  inspection 

B SB matrix of single-step transition prohahlHties in time 8, for the 

periodic inspection. 

» ■ {v i 
where 

h  - P (transition from state r to state a during the 
rs 

periodic Inspection). 

The process to be described moves through n^ step« of length t^  des- 

cribed hy A, and one step of length 0 deacrlhed by B, for eaoh large step, 

or period, in its life. A matrix is needed to deacrihe transitions over 
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the entirs period T. 

C ■  matrix of sinsle-step traneltioa prolsatllltlee In time T ■ TO^t^   + Q. 

It 

e  a P (transition from state r to state s In one Internal of 
r& 

length T), 

and If It Is observed that each term c  Is a term corepounded from ayg and 

h  terms; that Is (changing notation slightly for the sake of clarity). If 

a   «p (t ), the prohahlllty of moving frosa state r to state v In time t, 
rv  ^rv 1 
and h  - p (©), the probability of moving from state v to state s In time 

0, then 

crs - »r.<Vl + 0) 

- Z   P^CVl) Pvs(0) 

By Induction, It can be shovn that 

MP^VI)! * 
n^ 

A 

and 

iO 

B-  P—(«)?» vs 

Is given by 

al 
C » A  B. 
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The next step In finding the long-run prohahility of heing in state 1 
(m) 

is to define the m-step atsolute prohability vector x 

(B), I*  (m) x (») x (m) x (m)) x   * (^  ' x2  '3  ' T» 

•where 

x    s P (function heing in state k after m periodic intervals) 

(m+1)   (m) 
x    - x  C 

This vector has the property that if the procese ia allowed.to continu« 

sufficiently long that the effects of the initial distrihution of states 

hsve been dissipated, then for soae large m, a »fteady state, or fixed, 

prohability vector is given hy 

x - xC W 

That is, the long-run distribution of states following a periodic inspection 

ehould be unaffected by an additional period and periodic Inspection. 

Solving for the vector x (for this problem, this involves the 

solution of 5 simultaneous linear equations} one for each x^ and one that 

expresses the sum of the x^s equals unity) gives the probability of the 

function being in each state following a periodic Inspection that is con- 

veniently long removed from the time of initial Installation. In particular, 

this could be the inspection that precedes the beginning of hoatiUtie«. 

Hostilities can begin at any randomly chosen ti«e (with respect to the 

readiness testing schedule) and, therefore, a Measure 1» needad for the 
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protoaMllty of each function being operative at any raadomlor chosen future 

time. If the vector descrlhing the state prohahllitlea In the tl«» follow- 

ing a (steady state) periodic Inspection Is given by x, as before, then for 

r tlaes periods of length ^ later 
(r)    r 

x xA1" (15) 

where 

(r)     (')   (r)   (r)   (r) 
x   - (xi  , x2  , x3  , xu  ) 

Neglecting 0, for 0 -c t and In turn t^^l,  and therefore only a small 

error will result, the probability of the function being operative at time 

of launch Is 

E x,00  -P  .-L ^ (r>, for each J and *.    (16) 
L 1  J    IJk Qi   r-1  1 

(r) 
The reason for this form of the expectation of x    over the n^ time 

Interval is because the launch attempt could occur at any time with eqjial 

likelihood. 

The necessary matrices must now be developed using terms describing 

the missile function's physical characteristics, the test e<julpnent,s oapa- 

bilities and error propensities, and the system operation and maintenance 

concepts. This Is an Involved and sonewhat lengthy process, but not diffi- 

cult. Because it is not essential to an understanding of the essence of 

the problem and solution, it will not be presented in this paper; it is 

contained in Ref. 2. 
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